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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This study of the Children's Psychiatric Clinic of the 
I>lassachusetts Hemorial Hospitals, Boston, was made from the cases 
accepted in Intake at the Children' s Psychiatric Clinic from December 
1, 1949 through August ,1, 1950. 
Purpose of Study 
The writer undertook to answer the following questions: 
1. What are some of the significant ways in \'Thich 
the Children's Psychiatric Clinic differs from 
other Child Guidance Clinics? 
2. ~/hat types of problems is this clinic accepting? 
'· What types of services are given by this clinic 
to the community? 
4. Vlhat are some of the values of accepting children 
with problema of recent onset? 
5. vlhat especially significant psychosomatic problems 
present themselves for treatment? 
6. How are the psychosomatic problems treated? 
-Scope of Study 
This thesis includes a study of _all the children, whose 
parent or who themselves were seen for at least one interview with 
the children' a psychiatric social worker between December 1, 1949 
and August ,1, 1950. Seventy children were accepted for an intake 
interview in this nine month period. Of the seventy cases, six 
children withdrew from treatment after the intake interview, two child-
ren were given diagnostic service and transferred to another agency 
1 
and sixty-two children remained with the clinic on a treatment basis. 
The nine month period selected by the writer was chosen 
~or three reasons. Firat, the clinic was not established until 
September, 1948. Thus, the writer felt she should not study a sample 
of cases known to the agency during the first year of existence, as 
any agency has too many 11 growing paina 11 during the first year. Secondly, 
the statistics and recorda for the period studied are exact and avail-
able in the clinic. Thirdly, this period seemed recent enough to give 
the reader a picture of the agency today. 
A general picture of the Children's Psychiatric Olinie 
is given ~ough a statistical analysis of the types of children re~er­
red to the clinic, the sources of referral, and the background of 
the children referred. The major emphasis in this study, however, 
will be on the psychosomatic problems referred to the clinic and 
the use of the three disciplines in treating these problems. 
Source~~ 
The data have been taken, in t 'he main, from the social 
service and the psychiatric records of the child. For a history of the 
clinic~ it \·/as possibl~ to talk l'lith Dr. \'/illiam ~1alamud, the founder 
of the clinic, Dr. Elanor Pavenstadt, the director, and Miss Eleanor 
Gordon, the children's psychiatric social worker. When some particular 
point was not clear in the record, it was possible to talk with the 
particular doctor, psychologist, or the children's psychiatric social 
worker who had worked with the . child and the mother. 
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Method of Procedure 
A schedule ~IB.s filled in to obtain the statistical data 
for the thesis. (See schedule in Appendices) The writer obtained a 
list of all the children seen in intake from December 1, 1949 through 
August )1, 1950. Social service records and the doctor's psychiatric 
charts were studied to fill in the necessary material on the schedule. 
Ten cases were abstracted in detail in order to determine the method of 
treatment by the social worker, and by the doctor, and the function of 
the psychologist in the clinic. Four of these cases were used in 
the thesis to show the ·reader how the three disciplines of treatment 
are used in the clinic and to study how the psychosomatic problems are 
treated in the clinic. 
Af'ter the introduct.i o,n, Chapter II will describe the develop-
ment and philosophy of child guidance clinics. 
Chapter III ,.,.ill include the history of the Children' a 
Psychiatric Clinic and will also give a picture of the services given 
in the clinic, the personnel, the general function of the clinic. 
Chapter IV is a study of the sources of referral at 
the clinic while Chapter V will give the reader a statistical analysis 
of the backgrounds of the seventy children studied. 
Chapter VI ldll include a study of the presenting problems 
seen at the clinic, especially the psychosomatic problema. In this 
chapter, four children with psychosomatic problems are studied for the 
way in which the psychologist, p·sychiatrist, and psychiatric social 
worker are used in the clinic. Chapter VII will include the summary ~ 
conclusions. 
Limitations of Study 
In general, the records studied were complete and well 
recorded. However, in a few cases the dictation was not up to date 
when the study was made or some particular fact needed was not in the 
record. In these: cases, the writer talked \'lith the person in the agency 
who \·IRS carrying the case and the person was able to give the writer 
the material, either from memory or from his personal notes. 
It is felt that the ultimate conclusiveness of the material 
presented in this study is aff'ected by the relatively small number of 
cases studied. Thus, v1e should say that the findings will represent 
only v1hat was true from December 1, 1949 through August 31, 1950 at 
t his clinic. The findings will not necessarily be true for the future 
of this clinic, nor are they necessarily true for any other child guid-
ance clinic. 
Value of' Study 
It is hoped that this· study will give the reader a better 
understanding of' the pu~pose and f'unction of the Children's Psychiatric 
Clinic and the types of p:i:oblems they are accepting. It is also hoped 
that this study \dll assist the clinic in eva l uating the signif'icant 
ways in Nhich it dif'f'ers from other child guidance clinics in the 
~rea and the significance of the high incidence of psychosomatic prob-
lems in the clinic. 
4 
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CHAPTER II 
ORIGIN AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE 
CHILD GUID.~TCE CLINIC 
Although the term Child Guidance Clinic was not coined :until 
1922, the essentials of' the clinic scheme had been finding their Tttay 
into practice for more than a decade before that year. 
By 1915, Doctor "iilliam Hea.ly1 s contribution to the growth 
of this idea had already become an outstanding one. Dr. Healy had for 
some time been interested in the juvenile offender and in 1909 founded 
the Chicago Juvenile Psychopathic Institute, which was unquestionably 
the pioneer i n this field. 1 His purpose was to study the delinquents 
in the Chicago area. Dr. Healy brought into the clinic both the medical 
and psychological aspects, and his predominant interest in delinquency 
also set his clinic apart from previous organizations \'lhose service had 
been primarily to education. 
Soon, the Chicago Institute began to exert an influence, 
through visi-ting psychologists, psychiatrists, social \'torkers, and juve-
nile court judges, upon other communities. The judges Tttere among the 
moat eager students of its procedure and one of them, Judge Harvey H. 
Baker of Boston, returned from a visit to draw up a statement urging the 
establishment of a similar clinic to serve the Boston Juvenile Court. 
When he died in 1915, friends of his undertook to establish a foundation 
1 Helen Witmer, Psychiatric Clinics for Children, (New York : 
The Commonwealth Fund, 1940), page 15. 
bearing h i e name, through which his recommendations would be carried out. 
Dr. Healy, with Dr. Augusta Bronner, his assistant, was called :from 
Chicago to direct it. 
While the original Juvenile Psychopathic Institute of Chicago 
was the first clinic for children in ;.rhich the psychiatric, psychological, 
and social a pproaches were combined, its emphasis was not precisely 
that of t 1e present-day child guidance clinic. Psychiatric social work 
as a specialty had not made its appearance, and the 11team 11 of' psychiatric 
social worke r , psychologist, and psychiatrist had not been developed as 
a :full time paid staff. 
During the years of' Dr. Healy's service in Chicago, however, 
social workers came to be employed by a number of' state menta l hospitals 
and clinics in New York and Massachusetts while in 1912 and 191) such 
workers were a ppointed to the staffs of two new hospitals of the modern 
type--the Boston Psychopathic Hospital and the Henry Phipps; Psychiatric 
Clinic of Johns Hopkins Hospital. These clinics worked with children 
as well as adults. Dr. Herman Adler, going from the Boston Psychopathic 
Hospital, introduced into the Chicago Institute t he :<<type of social work 
with vlhich he was familiar, and the Judge Baker Foundation also added 
a paid social worker to its staff'. 
Thus, the four centers mentioned, the Institute :for Juvenile 
Research, the Judge Baker Foundation, the Boston Psychopathic Hospital 
and the Phipps Clinic, established the firm foundation of' scientific 
child guidance. The 11team" of psychiatrist, psychologist, and psychiatric 
social w0rker was t he basis of' the paid staff'. 
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In 1920, the National Committee for Mental Hygiene, aided 
by the finances of the Commonwealth Fund, set up a plan for experimen-
~al demonstration clinics throughout the country. These demonstration 
clinics, conducted from six months to two years by a staff of psychol-
ogist, psychiatrist, and social worker sent out from New York, were 
held in seve.n widely scattered cities. It became evident, however, 
that a consultant staff imported into a co¢munity for a short time, 
worked under numerous disadvantages, and the task of stimulating and 
guiding communities into long time programs in preparation for a clinic 
required a broader perapective. 2 The demonstration clinics were there-
fore discontinued. 
Through the demonstration clinic experience, a form of 
clinic and mode of operation were worked out that have been followed 
by many child guidance clinics ever since. Child guidance clinic staffs 
no longer think primarily in terms of prevention but are interested in 
helping children with their present problema for the sake of present 
satisfactions.? 
.The methods of psychiatric treatment and case work treat-
ment used in the clinics vary considerably but few, if any, clinics con-
4 
fine their work chiefly to diagnosis. Although child guidance workers 
have developed a fairly definite body of principles and practices, there is 
2 Geor:ge s. Stevenson and Geddes Smith, Child Guidance Clinics-
A Quarter Century of .Development (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1934) 
p. 48 
3 Helen Witmer, ~ cit., p. 57 
4 Ibid., p. 55 
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considerable diversity among clinics. Much of this diversity is trace-
able to the theories of psychiatry under which they operate and the 
purposes which they serve. other differences among clinics derive from 
the auspices under which they are conducted, the geographical areas 
in which they operate, the training and interests of the staff members, 
and other factors of leas general importance. 5 
Another set of differences that has important implications 
for clinics that aim to promote mental health is found in the varying 
conceptions of the role of environment in therapy and o::>nsequently of 
the clinics relationship with other agencies of the community. Helen 
Witmer1 s survey of current treatment practices reveals four general 
types of approach. They inolude:6 
1. Attempting to make the environment an easier or pleaaanter 
place for the patient to live in. 
2. Attempting to f ind new outlets for the patient1 a energies 
or capacities--the building up of new recreational inter-
ests, the fostering of undeveloped talents, the encourage-
ment of activities in which he is likely to find success. 
;. Removing certain specific internal obstacles so that the 
patient is put more on a par with his fellows ••• 
4. Direct dealing with the patient 1 s psychic problema, the 
methods varying with the dieferent therapists. 
In practice most clinics use a combination of these f our approaches. 
There is, however, a fundamental diffe:rence between at least the first 
and the last one, so that, depending upon whether one or the other of 
these is empha sized, the clinic is led to considerably divergent modes 
5 Ibid., p. 56. 
6 Ibid., p. ;62. 
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of functioning. The first method may be considered that of adjusting 
the environment to the individual \-l'hile the f ourth proceeds from the 
assumption that the patient can make his own adjustment if he is helped 
to overcome to some extent his anxieties and his fears. 11 The tendency 
among those clinics who emphasize self-direction will perhaps tend to 
favor psychotherapy, 11 7 Miss Witmer says. 
By and large, modifying the environment is the traditional 
mental hygiene method. Mental hygiene, it will be remembered, began 
as a movement to provide a more understanding environment for the pay-
chotic patient, a nd it eventually moved into the field of child guidance 
because it found that some of the conditions presumably leading to 
psychoses 'I'Tere to be found in the misunderstandings and other envir-
onmental handicaps by which the children are surroUnded. The early 
clinics were set up as demonstrations, not only of what a psychiatric 
clinic could offer its individual patients but especially of what the 
mental hygiene point of view had to offer to the professional public 
who were responsible for the care of children. The staffs gave numerous 
lectures, and representatives of schools, courts, and social agencies 
were invited to staff conference. 
The alternat.ive approach of a clinic to ita work accepts 
the world as it is and concentrates attention upon helping the patient 
make his adjustment to it. Some of these assum ptions include the 
belief that most individuals have a capacity for self-direction, that 
the forces making f or good or poor emotional adjustment lie largely 
7 Ibid., p. ;>64 
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within the individual, that therapy is purelJr f or the patient and not 
a means of serving society's ends. The help such a clinic can give 
to other agencies .will be limited to what the clinic considers its 
specific task--understanding the child's feelings and desires. 
B. Psychiatric Clinics in the General Hospital Setting 
Psychiatric clinics in the g~neral hospitals originated 
when the Pennsylvania Hospital instituted the first outpatient clinic 
for mental patients in 1885.8 In 1897, a second clinic wa s establi shed 
as part of the general hospital out-patient department at the Boston 
Dispensary. However, social service did not appear in these hospital 
clinics until 1905. 
In the growth of clinics in the genera.! hospitals, combined 
leadership has come from psychiatrists, neurologists, social workers, 
and physicians '"ho were keenly aware of the emotional problems of 
patients. The similarity of the disorders manifested by patients who 
came to the general hospital clinics, the outpatient clinics of psycho-
pathic hospitals or the clinics established under the auspices of state 
hospitals £or mental disease was recognized.9 
To the general hospital came the neurotic or psychoneurotic 
patients whose mental disorders are revealed in physical symptoms. If 
emotional disturbance is recognized by the clinic to which the patient 
comes, he maY. be immediately referred to the psychiatric clinic. 
8 Lois .Meredith French, Psychiatric Social Work, (Ne"iT York: 
The Commonwealth Fund, 1940), p. 60. 
9 Ibid., p. 61. 
10 
There ia little of' the stigma of' mental disease which, though leseening, 
still operates as a deterrent to referral to clinics connected \'lith 
mental hospitals. Also, there is always the possibility of' close and 
continuous working relationship bet'l'teen the clinic that is treating the 
physical ailment and the clinic that is aiding in the study and treatment 
of the related emotional problems. 
11 
CHAPTER III 
THE CHILDREa~1 S PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC 
OF 
THE Y~SACHUSETTS ~~~ORIAL HOSPITALS 
The Children's Psychiatric Clinic o~ the Massachusetts 
Memorial Hospi tals is one o~ the three divisions o~ the Psychosomatic 
Clinic, the psychiatric clinic of the hospital. 
The Psychosomatic Clinic was established in August, 1946 
by Doctor William Y~lamud, head o~ the Psychiatry Department of the 
Boston University School o~ Medicine. The clinic was established 
to evaluate and treat adults with personality problema o~ psychoneurotic 
and psychosomatic types. At that time, a program to train ~ourth year 
medical students in the ~ield o~ clinical psychiatry was also set up in 
the clinic and has continued as part of the function o~ the clinic. 
Dr. Bernard Bandler is the director of the adult division o~ the 
Psychosomatic Clinic. 
In October, 1947, the Psychosomatic Clinic broadened ita 
scope and established a Seizure Clinic as a second part o~ the clinic 
program. This clinic was set up to give patients suffering from epilepsy 
an opportunity to have medical and psychiatric help. Dr. Charles 
Kaufman is the director o~ this division of the clinic. 
The Children's Psychiatric Clinic, the third division of 
the Psychosomatic Clinic, has been in operation since September, 1948. 
This division of the clinic, also established by Dr. William Malamud, 
was founded primarily for the purpose of evaluating and treating acute 
12 
emotional problema in children and somatic symptoms that may develop 
on the basis o~ emotional disturbances. 
The basic unit o~ t he clinic sta~~ . in this clinic, as in 
.most other psychiatric cli~ic s, 1 consist·a o~ the psychiatrist, the 
psychologist and the psychiatric social worker. 
The int~e policy o~ the Children's Psychiatric Clinic is 
di~~erent from most child guidance clinics. The age range is up to 
eighteen years of age in this clinic, while moat of the other clinics 
in the Boston area have a narrower age range. For example, the Judge 
Baker Guidance Center accepts children from six to seventeen years, 
while the Habit Clinic accepts children from ~ive to twelve years. 
Another dif~erence in the intake policy is the type o~ 
problem the clinic accepts. The Children's Psychiatric Clinic accepts 
for treatment patients ~~th recent onset of neurotic or psychosomatic 
symptoms, and for evaluation patients referred ~rom the hospital 
staff. 
area. 
This intake policy appears to be a unique one in the Boston 
The purpose of this intake policy is twofold: 2 
l. To ensure rapid psychiatric care for those children 
whose symptoms, if they were obliged to wait the 
usual six to nine months period might become much 
more fixed and dif~icult to modi~y; 
2. To procure good teaching cases ~or the residents 
and medical students. 
1 Lois Meredith French, Psychiatric Social Work, (New York: 
The Commonwealth Fund, O~ord University Press, 194~. 154. 
2 Dr. Eleanor Pavenstadt, Letter to Dr. ~ ~ Barhash, American 
Association of Psychiatric Clinics ~or Children, 1950. 
Dr. Malamud f elt that because the Children1 a Psychiatri~ 
Clinic is part of a general hospital set-up, it would be possible to 
deal \'lith the children1 s problems early enough so that treatment can 
be instituted ,..,hen it is most likely to succeed. At the same time, 
it provides easy access to consultations with general medical and 
surgical facilities. FUrthermore, it was felt that the affiliation of 
this clinic with the Boston University Medical School could provide 
opportunities for training professional personnel, psychiatrists, nurses, 
social workers, and psychologists in the field of child psychiatry. It 
thus combines immediate service to the community, through evaluation 
and treatment of such conditions, with long range service through the 
training of professional personnel.' 
At the present time, the staff of the Children1 s Psychiatric 
Clinic consists of Dr. Eleanor Pavenatadt, the director; an assistant-
director, a children1 a psychiatric social worker, a part-time 
psychologist 1and a full time resident doctor in training. At least 
two other residents give half of their time to ;.,rork in this portion 
of the clinic and a number of other resident psychiatrists, plus some 
of the older psychiatrists and physicians, especially interested in 
the field of child psychiatry, carry cases with children. Students of 
. psychology, social work, and medicine study at the Psychosomatic Clinic 
during the year and work in the children's division, as well as the 
other two divisions of' the clinic. 
~Dr. William Malamud1 s interpretation of the clinic1 s function. 
14 
Intake Interview 
Usually, the children's psychiatric social worker has only 
one intake interview with the parent. However, in some cases, when 
there is a question as to whether the .child would benefit tram treatment 
or whether the child should be referred to another agency, more than 
one intake interview with the parent or parents is held. 
The intake interview at the Children' s Psychiatric Clinic 
seems to be similar to the typical child guidance clinics. In the 
intake interview, the social worker tries to get a picture of the child' a 
problem, its onset, the child1 s current adjustment. It is also important 
to know the current family situation, how the parents feel about the 
child's problem, their understanding of the problem, ahd how the p.;rob-
l .em has been handled before .• 
During the intake interview, the social \'lorker tells the 
parent something about the clinic, how the clinic might be of help to 
the child, and the part the parent playa in seeing the social \'lorker 
each week. When the parent expresses ihterest for help with the child, 
the child1 a name is placed on the waiting list for a short period of 
time. 
During the period studied; the children's names were on 
the waiting list, usually, for less than three weeks, except in the 
summer mon:ths. During that t i me, the staff is smaller because of 
vacations and because there are few students in the clinic during the 
summer months. However, when fall arrives, the clinic is well staffed 
and few children have had to wait over t hree weeks on the waiting list. 
16 
At the time of the intake interview, a face sheet is filled 
out, which gives the clinic general data on the child and hie family. 
(See face sheet in Appendix B) 
In many of the child guidance clinics in the Boston area, 
including the Judge Baker Guidance Center and the mumeroua state-
sponsored clinics under the Division of Mental Hygiene, psychological 
examinations are given the child as part of the intake process. This 
is not done at the Children' a Psychiatric Clinic. A child ia given a 
psychological examination only at the request of the doctor as part of 
the treatment plan or if, at intake, there is a question of intelligence 
and psychological examinations are important as a part of the diagnostic 
service. Helen Witmer says that the present trend in child guidance 
clinics appears to be away from all routine examinations, \'lith the 
. 4 
result that many patients are not given a psychological teat. 
Af'ter the intake interview, the social \'iorker attempts to 
obtain relevant information available about the patient or hie family 
from other, agencies that have known the family, including social 
agencies, hoapi .tals, schools, visiting nursing associations, and often 
the family doctor. 
A Children's Intake Conference is held weekly at the clinic. 
At that time, questionable cases are discussed, as well as cases which 
will be accepted for evaluation and treatment. 
Of the seventy children studied for this thesis, sixty-eight 
were accepted for treatment, and only two children were referred to 
4 Helen Witmer, Psychiatric Clinics ~ Children, (Ne\'l York: 
The Commonweal th Fund, 1940), p. 569. 
other agencies after diagnostic service was given at the clinic. 
Treatment 
After a child has been accepted for treatment in the 
Children' s Psychiatric Clinic, the children's psychiatric social worker 
writes the parent a letter making an appointment. The child usually 
comes to the clinic weekly to see a psychiatrist while the parent, 
usually the mother, is seen by a social worker. Therapy \'lith the child 
is done, in general, either by a staff or visiting psychiatrist, a 
resident psychiatrist, or a fourth-year medical student training at 
the clinic. For training purposes and because there were few women 
therapists available at the clinic, women social workers, social work 
students and psychologists have also carried one or two children, 
usually adolescent girls. The men social work students and psychol-
ogists have also worked with one or two children to gain training in 
therapy. 
Social case \'lork with the mother of the child in treatment 
is done, in general, by a social worker or social work student. However, 
in some cases, the doctor is playing the role of social worker as part 
of his training. In this clinic, the doctors have worked with the 
child 1 a mother only on the basis of their O\lm training and not because 
of a special need of the mother ~o see a doctor. 
Of the seventy cases studied, forty six children saw 
a psychiatrist or medical student, while their respective parents, 
usually the mother, saw a social worker. In thirteen cases, a doctor 
saw the child and another doctor saw the mother, on a case-work basis. 
In four cases a social \'lorker sa\'/ the child and another social worker 
~17 
saw the mother. Of the remaining seven children, three children were 
in treatment with a doctor and the mother did not see anyone in the 
clinic, and four children :w-ere never seen in the clinic, as their 
parent did not bring them to the clinic after the original intake 
interview \-lith the social worker. 
It can be seen by the above statistics that the Children' s 
Psychiatric Clinic is similar to the typical child guidance clinic in 
that the psychiatrist usually works with the child and the social 
worker with the mother. In forty-six of the seventy cases in this 
study, or 65% of the cases, this was true. In the remaining cases 
other personnel in the clinic worked with the child or the mother 
because of a special need of the child or for training of personnel 
in the clinic. 
To better understand the treatment plan in Child Guidance, 
and especial l y at the Children's Psychiatric Clinic, the writer is 
reviewing in this chapter the three disciplines of treatment. Chapter 
VI will include actual cases seen in the clinic and the role the 
doctor, the psychologist, and the psychiatric social worker played 
in each case. 
Role of Psychiatrist 
In the Children' a Psychiatric Clinic the psychiatrist 
sees the child, generally, once a week for an hour session. Moe t of 
the young children are seen in the play room, while usually the 
adolescent children are seen in the interviewing room 
The method of treatment is different with each child. 
18 
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Child psychiatrists, naturally, vary in the \'18.y they put their precepts 
into practice, because of differences both in their O'l'm personalities 
and those of the children they are -treating. In spite of these var-
iations, however, there are some common elements in \'lhat · child pay-
chiatriata usually do in attempting to establish a relationship with 
a patient. 
Helen Witmer says:5 
The therapist strives to have the child sense that he is ap-
preciated and this his feelings in the present situation are 
understood. The psy-chiatrist seeks to develop the child's 
trust in him, so that he will not be afraid to work out his 
problem before him, in speech or in symbolic play. 
In the Children's Psychiatric Clinic, as in any clinic, 
forming a relationship with the patient ~ms the first step in treatment. 
Gradually, the doctors would define for the child, in one way or another, 
what therapy is to consist of. The doctors are very careful to be 
I 
non-judgmental, neither condemning nor praising the patient too much, 
but receiving all information in an accepting manner and permitting 
a free expression of feeling and opinion even if the accompanying 
behavior has been forbidden. The therapist is careful to allow the 
child freedom of choice, even if he chooses to be totally non-
communicative or, after some experience \iith therapy, to withdraw 
from treatment. 6 
5 Helen Leland Witmer, Psychiatric Interviews with Children, 
(New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1946), p. 42-4~. 
6 Ibid., p. 41. 
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Role of' Psychiatric Social \'lorker 
In the Children' s Psychiatric clinic, as in the typical 
child guidance cli nic, the chief' role of' the social worker is inter-
viewing the mother in weekly intervie\is, while the child is being 
seen by t he doctor. Usually, the clinic doctor and the social vTorker 
meet f'or a f'ew minutes @.f'ter the interviei'ls to discuss the progress 
of' treatment, as we1l as any new material that might have come up 
during the intervie\is. 
A detailed analysis of' the steps of' the process by which 
psychiatric social work changed f'rom a history-gathering to a treat-
ment basis would take us too f'ar afield here.7 It seems suf'f'ioient 
to point out that various methods f'or the treatment of' parents \'tere 
slowly worked out, most of' them proceeding f'rom a desire to alter 
the parents1 attitudes in order that the patients would have a more 
favorable emotional environment. 
8 Helen Witmer says: 
Moat child guidance social workers now take as their task 
the f'ostering and enhancing of' the strength that a pe:rent 
displays i'Then he decides to do someth i ng about an unpleas-
ant situation. The social worker trie.a to prepare the child 
f'or psychotherapy by discussing >·Ti th the parent ho\<t he \'lill 
present to the child the plan of' coming to the clinic. 
They seek to maintain the parent' a interest in t he child' a 
treatment by accepting the ambivalence of' the parent' 8 ae-
aires, helping him to decide what he most vrants to do about 
the child's problema, and discussing with him \'lhat the 
psychiatrist is discovering about the child' a dif f'iculties. 
7 For a historical account see Virginia P. Robinson, ! 
Changing Psychology in Social Case Work, Ohapet Hill, University of' 
North Cerolina Preas, 1930. 
8 Helen Leland Witmer, Psychiatric Interviews with Children, p. 14 
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By the previous measures cited, the social worker strives 
to be o~ help to the parent to the end that he can support the child' s 
psychological growth as it receives relief from psychotherapy. Social 
work of' this nature usually leads to a discussion of a parent's O\m 
emotional conflicts, especially -':,hose having to do with the family 
relations and duties and it may result in an improvement in j:,'he 
parents' own mental health. Helen i'/itmer says, ho\'lever, 11 The primary 
aim ie to help the parent to \vork out a problem in social relation-
ships and thus to provide an environment in which the child can 
continue the change he initiates in treatment interviews. 11 9 
Role of Psychologist 
Vllii1e many child guidance clinics have psychological 
examinations for each child as part of the intake process, the 
Children's Psychiatric Clinic does not do that at the present time. 
10 Helen Witmer states: 
Some clinics are beginning to use their psychologist for 
therapeutic work, especially with young children ••• The 
work of the psychologist shows signs of changing, in that 
less emphasis is put upon the f ormal teat and more upon 
the psychologist's ability to estimate the child1 s intel-
lectual capacities and .limitations in a \'f8.Y that takes 
into account emotional factors. Just what hi.s \vork \dll 
be will vary from place to place, but it must be an 
integral part of the clinic' s work. 
In the Children' s Psychiatric Clinic, the psychologist 
is an important part of' the 11 clinic team11 • The psychologist is not 
9 Ibid., p. 14. 
10 Helen Leland Witmer, Psychiatric Clinics f'or Children, (New 
York: The Co:mmom1ealth Fund, 1940), p. )47. 
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only used £or testing purposes, but is having training in treating 
one or two children under psychiatric supervision. The psychologist, 
or psycholog7 students are also u$ed £or tutoring in the clinic. 
0£ the seventy children studied £or this thesis, only 
nine of them, or 12.96%, had psychological examinations. Six o£ 
the children tested were boys and three were girls. 
In some cases, when the child is tested, only an intel-
ligence teat is given. The testa given !lepends upon the request of 
the child' a doctor. 
The Stanford-Binet Intelligence test was the one most 
commonly used during the period studied. For personality evaluations, 
the psychologists in the clinic moat £requently used the T. A. T. 
and .the Rorschach tests. The Ellis Murray and the Binder testa 
are other common tests used in the clinic. 
The writer has included Table I, on the following page, 
in order to study better the important part the psychologist plays 
in the 11 team11 , and to understand why the doctors asked for a psy-
chological examination in the particular nine cases illustrated. 
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SEX 
1. Girl 
2. Girl 
;5. Girl 
4. Boy 
5. Boy 
6. Boy 
7. Boy 
8. Boy 
9. Boy 
TABLE I 
PSY CHOLOGICAL EXAMINi!.TIONS GIVEN A'r THE CHILDREN1 S 
PSYCHIATRI C CLINIC 
AGE 
8 
14 
14 
9 
ll 
5 
11 
14 
5 
December 1, 1949 through August ;51, 1950 
RE).SON FOR PSYCHOLOGI CAL 
EXAMINATION 
Speech diffi culty 
Doing poorly in school 
Question of intelligence 
Evaluation of' endo~nnent 
Personality evaluation 
Personality evaluation 
Child resisting therapy 
Doing poorly in school 
Doctor questioned what 
gain is therapy? 
· Question of boy1 s I Q. 
Child failing in school 
Doctor ~rendered if boy could 
profit from tutoring. 
Question of endowment on 
mother1 s part. 
Test given t o alleviate 
mother1 s fears. 
Personality eva luation. 
Boy resisted therapy, 
having difficulty relat ing 
to doctor and teachers in 
school. 
School failure. Is this boy 
lacking intelligence? 
Question of mentality 
RESULT OF 
EX.lll'HNAT I ON 
Normal intelligence with 
elements of emotional 
dif'ficulties 
Extremely limited endow-
ment. Psychologist 
recommends a :feeble-
minded institution. 
Personality evaluation 
helped doctor see into 
girl1 s :fantasy lif'e. 
Average intelligence 
limited by emotional 
problems. Could bene-
f'it from therapy. 
Average intelligence 
Should profit from 
clini c tutoring. 
Boy has average intel-
ligence. He is limited 
by excessive demands 
made by mother. 
Found boy to be guarded, 
suspicious, afraid of 
people. Afraid of' 
therapy. 
Average intelligence. 
Suggests tutoring. 
Average intelligence. 
==it==========ll==----.c:--o.c.=--_, 
Diagnostic Service at ~ Children1 s Psychiatric Clinic 
Diagnostic service, as defined for this thesis, means 
obtaining information about the reasons for a child1 d difficulties through 
,. 
a single interview or examination or through a series of one to three 
interviews by the members of a clinic staff. Customarily, the child 
is seen by t he psychiatrist and the psychologist, and the mother sees 
the social worker. The findings of the 11 clinic team" are then dis-
cussed with the parent or the person in whose. hands the carrying out 
of the recommendations is left. 
In the Children1 s Psychiatric Cli11ic only two children of 
the seventy children studied, or 2.86%, had only diagnostic service 
and were referred to other agencies. Although part of the clinic 1 s 
intake policy is to acc~pt children for diagnostic service or eval-
uation, most of the children are kept in treatm.ent and are not re-
ferred to other agencies for help, if the treatment can ee given at 
the clinic. Thus, the Children1 a Psychiatric Clinic may be con-
aidered to have a 11 treatment 11 focus, rather than a 11 diagnostic 11 
focus. 
Children1 s Staf f Conference 
A staff conference is held each Friday morning from 10 a.m. 
to 12 a.m. at the Children1 a Psychiatric Clinic. The usual procedure 
is to have one of the resident psychiatrists present one case, giving 
the content of each therapeutic interview. Parallel material of 
the social case-work interviews and psychological testing reports are 
a lso given by t he social worker and psychologist. when the psychologist 
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has done remedial work with the child, this is also discussed. After 
the case material has been given, the three disciplines of treatment are 
discussed by the entire staff at the meeting. The primary focus of 
these staff conferences has been the treatment process with both child 
. and parent • 
Supervision in the Children' s Psychiatric Clinic 
Since the clinic is a study center, as well as a treatment 
center, close supervision is given to the clinic staff. The work of 
all resident doctors, affiliated physicians and medical students is 
supervised \'leekly the the Director of the Clinic or by the assistant 
I nat ruct or. 
The head social worker has weekly supervisory interviews 
with the head of the Social Service Division of the Hospital. In turn, 
all social service students. \'l'ork under close supervision of their 
respective supervisors. 
The psychologist and the psychology students work under 
the supervision of an Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychology of 
the Boston University Department of Psychology. 
All psychotherapy, whether done by a doctor, social worker , 
or psychologist, is supervised by the Psychiatric Department. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE CLINIC AND THE COMMUNITY 
We have seen, in the previous chapter, ho'tr the Children' s 
Psychiatric Clinic is set up, the personnel, the general purpose of 
the clinic. Now, it would seem helpful for us to look at the clinic 
from the point of' view of' >'lhere it f'i ts into the community. 
In this chapter, the \'lriter will attempt to analyze where 
our children are coming from a nd who refers them. The writer hopes 
that this \'Till give the reader some understanding as to what areas or 
groups of people are now familiar with the clinic, as \-Tell as the 
general function of the clinic in the community. 
We can see from Table II, presented on the following page, 
that forty-one children, or 58.57% of t_he seventy children studied, 
came from >-ri thin the Oorporate City of Boston. Twenty-nine children, 
or 41.45% of the total number stuQied, came from towns and cities out-
side of' Boston. 
The writer feels that as the kno'tTledge of a clinic gro,.,.s 
within the organized communities outside the city of' Boston, as well 
as \rithin the city, the help the clinic can give vrill be more far 
reaching. The clinic does not limit itself to any particular area as 
part of the intake policy. 
As the Children' s Psychiatric Clinic continues to operate, 
members of the staf f are calling on schools, churches, social agencies, 
doctors, institutions, and other individuals and agencies for infor-
mation regarding a particular patient. In this way, as well as through 
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TABLE II 
OOM1•1UNITIES FROM 'imiCH CHI LDREN CANE TO CLI NIC 
December 1, 1949 through August )1, 1950 
PLACE NO. OF REFERRALS % OF SEVENTY 
CHILDREN STUDIED 
1. Boston (Corporate City) 
Intown 11 
Dorchester 12 
Roxbury 8 
Jamaica Plain 4 
Brighton 2 
Hyde Park 2 
Mattapan 1 
Roslindale 1 
Total 41 58.57 
2. Towns and Cities Surrounding Boston 
Cambridge 4 
Medford 4 
Brookline ) 
Braintree 2 
Quincy 2 
Malden 2 
Everett 1 
Franklin 1 
Somerville l 
Chelsea 1 
Brockton 1 
Taunton 1 
East ~/alpole 1 
Watertown 1 
Arlington 1 
Ea. at Dedham 1 
Waltham 1 
· Newton l 
29 41.4) 
GRAND TOTAL 70 100.00 
the patient himself, the public is becoming better acquainted with the 
clinic1 s function in the community. 
. 1 Dr. Ralph Tru~tt says: 
The child guidance clinic is a community agency for the study 
and treatment of the whole child. The work of a child guidance 
clinic ie slo\'1 and its . development remains in the hands of 
the community a~ a whole ••• Its life depends on its assimilation 
into the organized community ••• To be effectual, the clinic 
must establish functional connections with such agencies as 
the schools, churches, case-working societies, courts, and 
institutions which deal \'lith a thousand children to ita one ••• 
Sources of Referral 
In order for us to understand further how the community 
sees us .as part of a hospital setting, the writer has analyzed the 
source of referral in the seventy cases studied. In Table .. III, on 
the following page, the writer has divided the Sources of Referral 
into four parts. These include referrals from staff members of the 
14assa.chusette Memorial Hospitals; referrals from other hospitals; 
referrals from social or health agencies; and referrals from in-
dividuals. The individuals may include the child1 s parents, the child, 
a family friend or the family doctor. 
Of the seventy referrals included in this thesis, twenty-
seven referrals, or )8.57%, were from staff members of the Massachusetts 
Memorial Hospitals; eight referrals, or 11.4;5%, were from other hoe-
pitals; twenty-six, or )7.14%, were from social or health agencies; 
and there were nine, or 12.86% individual referrals. 
Since the Children' a Psychiatric Clinic i a one of the 
1 Ralph P. Truitt, M.D., The Child Guidance Clinic and the 
Community, (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1928) p. 19-20--.-----
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TABLE III 
SOURCES OF REFERRALS OF CHI1DREN 
December 1, 1949 through August 51, 1950 
SOURCE OF REFERRAL NO. OF REFERRALS 
1. Massachusetts Memorial Hospital 
a. Medical Clinic 5 
b. Pediatrics Clinic 4 
c. Psychosomatic Clinic 6 
d. District Service 2 
e. GI Clinic 2 
f. Haynes 1 
g. Medical Social Worker 1 
h. Other doctors or personnel 6 
affialed l'li th MMH 
Total 
2. other Hospitals 
a. Boston City Hospital 
b. Children's Hospital 
Total 
.;. Social Agencies or Health Agencies 
a. Habit Clinic · 
b. Children's Center 
c. Judge Baker Guidance Center 
d. Hecht House Nursery 
e. S.P.a.c. 
f. Visiting Nursing Association 
g. Public Health Nurse 
h. Family Society 
Total 
4. Personal 
a. Child's parent 
b. Child 
c. Family doctor 
d. Former client 
e. Child's friend 
. 27 
5 
3 
8 
ll 
5 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
26 
5 
1 
5 
1 
1 
--Total 9 
Grand Total 70 
29 
PERCEl~TAGE 
_;8.57 
11.45 
12.86 
100.00 
.?0 
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out-patient clinics of the ~mssachuaetts Memorial Hospital and one of 
the aims i~ to accept, at least· for evaluation, any patient referred 
by a member of the Massachusetts Memorial Hospital staff, it is not 
surpri sing that the largest .number of referrals were from this source. 
It is interesting, hov1ever, that 50% of the referrals came from hos-
pitals. This would seem to indicate that staff members of general hoe-
pitals are using the general hospital psychiatric clinic as part of 
the treatment plan for their patients. 
Lois French says: 2 
In general, during the last twenty or more years, there has 
been a steadily growing recognition, on the part of the med-
ical profession, of the emotional basi a of physical •disease 
in certain patients, greater skill in diagnosis, more prompt 
investigation of the emotional life of the patient, and the 
utilization of treatment by whatever resources are available. 
The clini cs connected with the general hospitals are becoming 
one such resource. 
Table III indicates that .?7.14% of the referrals came 
£rom other social or health agencies. The writer feels an important 
feature in these findings is that twenty referrals, or 28.57%, came 
from three other child: guidance clinics in tovm, including the Habit 
Clinic, the Children's Center, and the Judge Baker Guidance Center. 
These three clinics have long waiting lists, and the Children's 
Psychiatric Clinic received many referrals from them. because of this. 
Also, because this clinic is part of a hospital setting and one o£ the 
three divisions of the Psychosomatic Clinic, many of the children who 
displayed physical symptoms along with their emotional problem were 
2 Lois Meredith French, Psychiatric Social 1'/ork, (New York: 
The Commonwealth Fund), Oxford University Press, 1940, p. 140. 
referred to this clinic. Further explanation of the psychosomatic 
problema presented by these seventy children will be found in Chapter V. 
. )l 
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CHAPTER V 
THE CHILDREIT~ IN THE CLINIC 
The Children 
We have seen in the previous chapter ~rom what areas 
the children come to the clinic ·and who re~ers them. Now, it might 
be interesting to ~ind out, through statistical analysis, some o~ the 
~acts about their backgrounds. 
Because o~ the small number o~ cases studied ~or this thesis, 
it must be remembered that no de~inite conclusions can be established 
in this chapter. However, it is hoped that the reader will get a 
picture of the type of child this clinic is serving. 
I 
a .• Dist-ribution o~ Age and Sex o~ ·Seventy Children Studied 
Table IV, presented on the following page, indicates 
that thirty-seven, or 5'% o~ the children studied \'iere boys and 
thirty three, or 47%, were girls. 
Of the total number of children studied, seventeen, or 
24%, were betl'reen the ages of two and six years. These children were 
either attending nursery school, kindergarten, or were at home with 
the family. 
The remainder or ~ifty-three children, which included 75% 
of the total group, were of elementary or secondary school age. 0~ 
the total o£ fifty-three children o~ school age, only one, a girl, 
did not attend school. 
It is interesting that the table shows that sixteen o~ 
the total number of girls seen, or 48%, '1-Tere twelve years or over, 
\ihile only eight, or 22% of the total number of boys seen in the 
period studied were twelve years or over. Twenty-nine boys, or 78% of 
. 
the boys studied were between the agee of two and t\ielve, \'lhile only 
seventeen, or 51% of the total number of thirty-three girls seen 
were in this age group. 
An explanation of these percentages might be that boys 
are often more aggressive than girls, and this sometimes produces an 
earlier recognition of' symptoms. 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF AGE AND SEX OF SEVENTY 
CHILDREN STUDIED 
December 1, 1949 through August )1, 1950 
Age 0 through 5 years 6 through 11 years 12 through 17 years Totals 
Number 
or 10 19 8 57 
Boy a 
Number 
of' 7 10 16 55 
Girl a 
Totals 17 29 24 70 
b. Economic Status 
In order to have categories listed under the economic status 
from which the children came, the writer divided the groups into 
three parts.. Based on the '\'triter's evaluation of the ca.se, if the 
family had enough funds to maintain themselves in a comfortable 
manner, ·without any immediate threat to their present economic sit-
uation, the writer used the category 11 average or above average 11 • I£ 
the family had threat to their present economic status, found it 
difficult to get along financially, but was not receiving any fin-
ancial aid from private or p~blic sources, the writer used the term 
11 marginal 11 • I f the family \'IB.s receiving public or private financial 
assistance, in whole or in part, the writer used the term 11 receiving 
financial assistance 11 • 
TABLE V 
ECONOl...U C STATUS I N FAl.ULIES OF SEVE.l~TY CHILDREN STUDIED 
December 1, 1949-August 51, 1950 
Economic Status No. of Children 
Average or above average 
Marginal 
Receiving financial assistance 
TOTAL 
l.~O 
22 
8 
70 
% of 70 Children 
57.14 
51.45 
11.45 
100.00 
As seen by Table V, forty of the seventy children studied, 
or 57%, cani.e from homes \'There there was no immediate threat to an 
average or above average financial situation. Twenty-two of the 
youngsters, or 51%, came from families where there was financial 
\'lorry or stress, but no financial aid was necessary. Only eight of' 
the total of' seventy children, or 11%, cam.e from families who \'/ere 
receiving public o~ private financial assistance, and could be con-
sidered as ~receiving relief". 
The occupations of the fathers of the seventy children 
studied were many and varied. There 1·ras a doctor, an engineer, a 
pharmacist, a meat packer, a foundry worker, a cab driver, a bank 
manager, and a truck driver. 
c. IViarital Status of the Children1 s Parents 
A study of the marital status in the home was made of the 
seventy children studied. 
In Table VI, the v1-riter hae divided the table into four 
parts. In the section 11 Parents living together 11 , the writer fo~ 
that both parents were in the home. In the second grouping, the 
writer has indicated the parents are separated. The third grouping 
indicates that the parents are divorced, while the fourth grouping 
includes those children lvho live in homes where one parent is dead. 
Analysis of Table VI, presented on the following page, 
indicates that fifty-three of the seventy children studied, or 76% 
came from homes in lvhich tl'iO parents were present. Ten children, 
., 
or 141~ came from homes where the parents were separated; four 
55 
children, or 6%, came from homes where the parents 'I'Tere divorced; and 
three children, or 4%, came from homes where one parent had died. 
TABLE vr · 
MARITAL STATUS IN THE HOY~ OF SEVID~TY CHILDREN 
December 1, 191!9 through August )l, 1950 
.Marital status . No. of children % 
of parents 
Parents living together !); 75.71 
·Parents separated 10 14.29 
Parents divorced 4 5.71 
One parent deceased ; 4.29 
TOTAL 70 100.00 
Table VI further indicates that while 76% of the children 
came from homes \'l'here their parents were living together, only 24% 
of the children came from homes in which one parent was absent. 
d. Ordinal Position In and Number of Children in Family 
Table VII, on the following page, is being presented to 
show the ordinal position in and the number of children in the 
family of the seventy cases studied. ~ble VII shows that of the 
~eventy children s.een in the clirilc during the period studied, thirty 
four of the children, or 49%, were either the older of two children or 
the oldest member in the family . Of' the total of' thirty-four older 
children, t\'renty one of the children l'lere the older of two children 
in the family . 
TABLE VII 
SEVENTY CHILDREN STUDIED FROM DECID~ER 1, 1949 THROUGH AUGUST )1, 1950 
ACCORDING TO 
ORDINAL POSITI ON I N AND .NUMBER OF CHILDREN I N THE FAlviiLY 
Ordinal Number of' Children in Famil~ Totals 
Position 
1 2 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 No. % of' 70 chn. 
Only child 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 12.86 
Youngest 0 11 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 15 21.4) 
A midd le 
child 0 0 ) ) 2 1 l 0 l 1 12 17.14 
Oldest .0 ?1 9 ; 4 0 1 2 0 0 ;4 48.57 
Total 9 ;2 8 7 7 l 2 2 l l 70 100.00 
Of' the total of' seventy children studied, only nine, or 
15%, were 11 onlyl1 children; fifteen, or 21%, were 11 the youngest 11 , 
and twelve, or 17%, \'lere 11 middle children11 • . 
It is interesting that, of' the seventy cases studied, the 
largest number, or thirty-two children, callle f'rom families in which 
there were only two children. This l'lould mean that of a total of' 
seventy children, 46% came f'rom families with two children. Sixty-three 
children, or a total of 90% of the children, came from homes in which 
there \·rere five children or less, while seven children, or 10%, came 
from homes in which there were f rom six through ten children. 
Because of the few cases studied, the \'Triter feels that 
these results are not conclusive, but are used only for a description 
of the youngsters seen in the Children's Psychiat ric Clinic of the 
Hassachusetts -femorial Hospitals. However, the writer feels it is 
important to note that nearly half, or 48.57%, of the children studied 
for this thesis were 11 oldest children 11 , and that twenty-one of the 
total of seventy children, or )O.OO%, were the older of two children 
in the family. 
e. Religion and color 
Sixty-seven of the total number of children studied were 
white and three children were colored. 
Twenty-four children, or )4%, were Catholic; twenty-three 
children, or ;5)%, '\'iere Protestant; and twenty-three, or ;53%, were 
Hebrew. 
'rhe writer feels that accurate . conclusions as to why 
there should be so many Hebre\'1 referrals in comparison to the compar-
atively small Hebrew population in the Greater Boston area ~ould make 
for a separate thesis in itself. However, the writer feels that it 
is significant that the Children's Psychiatric Clinic does have 
approximately the same number of referrals from Catholic,Protestant, 
and Hebrew families, even though only an estimated 5.82% of the total 
population in the area is of the Hebr.ew faith. 
CHAPTER VI 
PRESEi'JTING PROBLE!IJS SEEN AT THE CHILDREN'S PSYCHIA'I'RIC 
CLI:i:ll"10 
The intake policy of the Children's Psychiatric Clinic 
includes accepting children with recent onset of neurotic or psycho-
somatic symptoms. 
Thus, in this chapter, the writer has analyzed the seventy 
cases studied according to the presenting problem and the length of 
time the child had the problem \'/hen referred to the clinic. The writer 
further studied the presenting problems in the light of how many of 
these problems were of a psychosomatic nature. 
Since many of the children presented more than one problem 
vihen referred to the clinic, grouping of the various problems was most 
difficult. The writer studied each case and the problem presented in 
the light of what the parent felt was the moat significant or disturb-
ing problem at the time of referral. 
The latter part of Chapter VI is devoted to a study of 
four children \·Tith psychosomatic problema and the part of the pay-
chiatrist, psychologist, and psychiatric social worker in the treat-
ment plan. 
Table VIII, presented on the following page, shows that 
fourteen, or 20%, of the seventy children referred to the clinic during 
t he period studied had school problems. However, it was interesting 
to note that of the total seventy problems studied, thirty-eight 
children, or 54%, had problema which could be classified as 11 psycho-
somatic problems 11 • 
)9 
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TABLE VIII 
PROBLEMS FOR \\ .-UGH SEVENTY CHILDREN 
~/ERE REFERRED TO THE 
OHI LDRE1'1" 1 S PSYCHIATRIC 
CLINIC 
December l, 1949-August 51, 1950 
PROBLID·f NO• OF CHILDREN 
S.chool problema 14 
Sleeping difficulties 7 
Stuttering or speech diffic~lties 10 
Pain~ of p sy chogenic origin 5 
Asthma 4 
Enuresis 4 
Request for evaluation of mental ability 4 
Hyperactive, nervous at home 4 
Hysterical reaction following polio 2 
Obesity 2 
Difficulties in walking l 
Excessive water intake l 
Hearing loss with psychogenic overlay l 
Functional bo'l'tel s pa sm l 
Fear of dying l 
Chronic eczema l 
Fears parents 'l'till leave him l 
Accident prone l 
Fears of getting diseases 1 
Ulcer (Peptic) 1 
Oan1 t play well with other children 1 
Attacks of gasping for breath l 
Minor stealing l 
Food refusal l 
TOTAL 70 
===11===,..--:=::o-=== -- -- -
The intake policy of the Children's Psychiatric Clinic 
is not limited to psychosomatic problems, but over half of the pre-
senting problems seen in this study \'Tere of that type. One of the 
reasons for this may be that the clinic is part of a general hospital 
set-up and one half the referrals were from hospitals. Thus, t he 
patient may have gone for medical help before being referred to the 
psychiatric clinic for what appeared to be a medical problem. not her 
reason for the high incidence of psychosomatic problems may be that the 
clinic is one of the three divisions of the 11Psychosomatic Clinic", 
which perhaps to the community might mean that problems of a pay-
chosomatic nature only are accepted. This, of course, is not true. 
Because so many problems in the seventy cases studied 
were of a psychosomatic nature, the writer is. breaking down the pay-
chosomatic problems in this chapter. An analysis of four cases of 
p_sychosomatic disorders and the treatment processes will also be given. 
Dr. Peter Knapp, a professor in psychiatry at the Boston 
University School of !viedicine, says, "Psychosomatic medicine is con-
eidered to be that part of clinical medicine in which emotional or 
mental disorders accompany somatic dysfunction, either as consequence, 
1 
cause, or regular concomitant. 
Dr. Knapp subdivides the actual disea se conditions which 
are encount ered into three main groups, but feels that there is often 
an overlap between them. 
1 Peter Knapp, M.D., Psychosomatic Medicine, unpublished paper 
presented at the Boston University School of Medicine, 1950, p. l. 
___ , ------- -- ------ - -
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Dr. Knapp 1 s three subdivisions are: 
1. Emotional reactions to structural disease 
2. Bodily symptoms in neurotic states 
;i. 11 True 11 psychosomatic d-iseases 
Dr. Knapp feels it is a commonplace that illness may be 
a disturbing factor in the lives of individuals, also that different 
personalities may react to different illnesses in widely divergent 
Anong the numerous psychosomatic symptoms Dr. Knapp 
considers under 11 Emotional rea ctions to structural disease 11 are die-
placement, v;ithdrawal, neurotic denial, neurotic exploitation, such 
as adding on an hysterical superstructure to a d"efect. 
The second grouping, 11Bodily symptoms in neurotic states 11 , 
is perhaps the moat common group of psychosomatic symptoms. 2 In the 
study of this group among the children in the Ohildr en 1 s Psychiatric 
Olinic, the writer also found the largest group of children fell into 
this category of psychosomatic states. 
Dr. Knapp feels that almost all neurotics have, a s part 
of their total symptomatology, complaints referrable to one or another 
part of the body. Some of' the 11 psychosomatic states 11 Dr. Knapp in-
cludes in his second grouping would be patients with hysteria, anxiety 
reactions, enuresis, fatigue or hypochondriacal reactions, patients 
who are accident prone, or stutterers. 
The 11true 11 psychosomatic diseases, to which Dr. Flanders 
2 Ibid., p. 12. 
Dunbar and Weiss and English have devoted years of' study, have been 
defined by Dr. Knapp as f'ollo,·Js: ) 
11 True 11 psychosomatic diseases include a group of diseases of 
unknown cause, most of them •·rith symptoms and lesions refer-
rable to the autonomic nervous system or its end organs, in 
the etiology or pathogenesis of' which emotional conflicts 
seem to be prominent. 
The disorders under this heading dif'f'er from those of 
the previous two groups, in that emotions seem to play far more than 
a secondary role in them, and a role which represents more than sym-
bolic acting with the body or exaggeration of normal reflex phenomena. 
Among the 11 true 11 psychosomatiC. diseases are hypertension, migraine, 
bronchial asthma, peptic ulcer, mucous colitis, skin disorders, hyper-
thyroidism. 
The thirty-eight psychosomatic problems seen in the seventy 
children studied have been broken down in Table IX according to the 
three divisions defined by Dr. Knapp. This table has shown that 11 Bodily 
symptoms in neurotic statea 11 is the most common group of psychosomatic 
states in the clinic. Ten of the thirty-eight children had speech dif-
ficulties, while other common symptoms were pains of psychogenic origin, 
enuresis, and asthma. 
After the reader has studied Table IX, on the following 
page, a study of the period of time each child had the presenting 
problem before ref'erral might be interesting. Thus, on page forty-five, 
the writer is presenting Table X which indicates how long t.he child 
has had the presenting problem before referral to the clinic. 
3 Ibid., p. 12. 
TABLE IX 
ANALYSI S OF THIR'rY-EIGHT 
PSYCHOSOMATIC PROBLEMS 
SEEN IN 
SEVENTY CHILDREN 
STUDIED 
PROBLEl-1 NO. OF CHILDREN 
I. Emotional Reactions to Structural 
Disease 
Hysterical reaction following polio 2 
Attacks of gasping for breath 1 
Hearing loss with psychogeni c overlay 1 
Difficulties in walking 1 
II. Bodily Symptoms in Neurotic States 
Enuresis 
Pains of psychogenic origin 
Stuttering or speech difficulties 
Obesity 
Fear s of getting diseases 
Accident prone 
Fear of dying 
Food refusa l 
Excessive water intake 
Functional bowel spasm 
III. 11 True 11 Peychosomatic Diseases 
Bronchial asthma 
Chronic eczema 
Peptic ulcer 
4 
5 
10 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
--
4 
1 
1 
GRAND TOTAL 
44 
TOTAL 
5 
27 
6 
. .?8 
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TABLE X 
PERIOD OF TD1E SEVENTY CHILDREN 
HAD PRESENTING PROBLEM BEFORE REFERRAL 
PERIOD 
OF 0-.5 lviOS. 4-6 lv10S o 7-9 MOS. 10-12 MOS. OVER 1 YR. TOTAL 
TIME 
NO . OF 
OHI LDREl\T 8 20 7 20 15 70 
Table X indicates that fifty-five, or 79%, of the total 
numb er of seventy children studied had their presenting problem f or 
one year or less. Twenty children had their prob lem f rom f our t hrough 
six months \ihile another t\ienty had t heir problem from ten through 
t\'Telve months. 
The writer f urther studied the fifteen cases i n which 
the problem was over a year 's duration. In f ourteen of the f ifteen 
cases the referra l had been from a staff member of the Ma ssachusetts 
Memorial Hospitals. Since the clinic policy is to accept any referral 
for evaluation from t he hospital staff , these fourteen cases were ac-
cepted even though the problem was not of recent onset. The one other 
case \vhich was a ccepted which \'las not of recent onset vre.s t he cas e of 
a girl with asthma of ~~ years duration. Thi s particular case was 
accepted because of especially interesting material f or teaching. 
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To study further how the psychosomatic problems are 
treated in the clinic, the writ er is presenting four cases in \~hi ch a 
psychosomat ic symptom exists. It is also felt by presenting these cases 
that the \'iB.Y in which the doctor, social 'l'rorker, and psychologist fit 
into the treatment scheme can be studied. 
I. Case of Patient with 11 Hysterical Paralysie 11 
Patient, an 11 year old boy, 'l'~a referred to the 
clinic in December, 1949 by his mother, at the suggestion of 
t he Judge Brucer Guidance Center. Originally, the family 
doctor had suggested psychiatric help as he felt t he patient 
had 11 hysterical paralyeis 11 following a alight case of polio. 
Patient had polio in September, 1949, ~~s hospital-
ized at the Massachusetts Iv1emorial Hospi tala. He returned home 
ten days after entering the hospital. When patient left the 
hospital he had no paralysis, but complained of weakness of 
his limbs. 
Patient returned to school in October, seemed unhappy, 
did not want to leave his mother to go to school. He would 
daydream in school, have fears that his mother would die while 
he was a'l'ray. Patient gradually became worse, finally cried 
a great deal, \'Tas af raid of bodily injury, vTOuld not play 
with the other children as he had previously done. A week 
before he was seen i n the clinic, the patient had developed 
severe leg and back paine, found it dif~icult to move his 
legs. 
Patient has been seen \'leekly at the clinic f or ten 
months, and will continue treatment for awhile. After a few 
weeks of treatment, he had free bodily movement, had no leg 
paine. Through play therapy and intervie\'18 \'lith hie doctor, 
he has been made willing to allow his mother to leave the 
home. He now plays with the boys, has joined the Boy Scouts, 
and finds no need for his 11 hysterical paralysis 11 • 
A social worker has been seeing the pat i ent's mother 
weekly. Mother is a timid, quiet \'loman in her late thirties, 
vrho feels she has always had the need to protect ner son, the 
patient, and his younger brother. Mother' a life before her 
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marriage was very unhappy. Pt.'s maternal grandmother died 
when mother was nine years of age. Pt.'s maternal grand-
father felt mother had been the cause of }1G:f.'I1 s death, as she 
had made her mother become very excited the day she died. 
MGM had been ill since the birth of her last child. Pt.'s 
mother, too, had been afraid of childbirth and was ill and 
upset before the patient was born. 
Because of mother's guilt in t he area of her mother's 
death and her o-vm dif ficult lif e, she over-protected her young bro-
thers, and later over-protected her children. Her hostility and guilt 
around her negative feelings to\•18.rds her father 1 her eldest son, and 
her mother, who died, have caused much frustration for t his mother, 
and she has felt t he need to over-protect t he patient. Until mother 
had talked with the social worker , she had held in her negative f eel-
inga. As a result, she had severe migraine headaches \'lh en she got 
angry and upset. Her overprotective attitude to\·18.rds her son was a 
result of her own guilt and the patient also had many ambivalent feel-
ings _around his relationship with his mother. 
Case-work treatment 
In t his case, the socia l worker f irst formed a relation-
ship \'lit h this mother, made her feel that she \'las interested in helping 
her work out. her own feelings, as well as help in rega rd to the 
child. It was f elt by t he social 'I'Torker and t he doctor that unleaa 
the mot her' a guilt could be lessened, the over-protective attitude 
she had for the patient could not be changed and therapy for the child 
would be less hopeful. 
Becaus e of mother' s guilt, her great anxiety, and her 
rea l -v1orry over her youngster, t he f irst five months of case-work with 
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the mother was f ocused by her on the eNery day improvements in the 
patient. As the relationship grew, the mother was finally able to 
discuss her feeling s about her own lif e, such as her mother dying , the 
fact that her father had ah18.y s blamed her for lVlGH' s death and how she 
disliked her fat her. By allowing this mother to express some hostility 
to~~S.rds her father and hostility because her mother had died and left 
her, her tension decreased. Pt. 1 a mother had fewer migraine headaches. 
Mother needed much reassurance l'rhen speaking of her mother' s death and 
it \~as necessary for the \'Torker to discuss the realistic facts that 
lv1G.lv1 had been ill since her last child was born and patient's mother 
did not kill her. Mother \'ras able to discuss her feeling s about child-
birth before the patient was born, how afraid she was, her feelings 
that she had 11 marked 11 him. Gradually, mother was able to discuss how 
she had over-protected her brother, and through the case-work er's hel p 
l'ras able to compare her relationship to him with that of the patient. 
As a first step towards emancipation from her son, this 
mother was encouraged and was able to send the patient to camp for a 
week during the summer, and through telephone calls to the social 
\'lorker, the mother was given support during that week. By weekly 
intervie\'ls \'lith the social worker, mot her has been able to allow her-
self to get out in the evening and leave the patient without so much 
guilt, is freer with the patient at all times. Mother is happy over 
the improvement in the boy and is able to see her part in the treat-
ment situation. 
I' 
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Psychiatric treatment 
Psychiatric treatment for this youngster was first 
focused on his bodily symptoms. By showing interest in the patient, 
allowing him to feel free and not be threatened by the doctor, the 
therapist \·las gradually able to get the patient to play baseball with 
him. This was the first step in treatment, as the patient was reducing 
his anxietJ about danger of physical injury and after three weeks of 
treatment had no paralysis. Further treatment was centered around 
interviews at \'o'hich time the doctor has attempted to allow the patient 
to express his hostility and needs which have resulted in such a severe 
limitation of his activity and such a strong dependency on his mother. 
The patient discussed his feelings of being left in the 
hospital when he had polio, would dream he \"las in an orphanage. 'fuen 
he returned home he feared he would be sent away again, returned to 
an infantile stage, cried a great deal, insisted his !llother go to bed 
with him. The patient had much guilt about this. 
As the patient began to show more masculine traits in 
the interviews, the doctor began to help him with his feelings about 
losing fights at school, losing games, being so £at. Previously, the 
patient would cry \·Then he was not allowed to win a game at the clinic. 
The doctor began to play checkers \iith him, helped him with his feel-
ings when he lost the game, encouraged and praised him \ihen he \·Ton. 
The patient had much feeling about school, disliked the 
teacher and his scho ol work. The doctor has discussed the-se fee"iinga 
with him, arranged to have him see the clinic psychologist, who helped 
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him with hie school work. 
Because of the patient's inactiv i t y following polio, , he 
gained twenty-five pounds, became obese. The patient• a feelings about 
his being fat v;ere discussed, and as the therapy progressed, the patient 
\'las able t o eat less, become more active, and thus lose weight. 
In this case, the doctor feels that both the mother and 
t he child have progressed well under treatment and that t herapy will 
be discontinued within the next six months. He f eels that the prog-
nosis is very good. 
Psychological examination 
Since the patient was doing poorly in school, t he pay-
chiatrist re quested psychological examinations in order to determine 
to Hhat extent t his patient could prof it f rom remedia l instruction. A 
Stanford-Binet Intelligence test was given by the psychologist, and 
even though the boy was failing in school, he had average intelligence. 
A psychologist in t he clinic was asked to tutor t his 
patient on a 'I'Teek ly basis. The purpose of having the psychologist, 
a man, help this boy i·ias three fold: 
1. To have the patient make anot her good relationship. 
2. To help the patient handle t he s chool situation 
in a non-threatening environment where he would 
not be subjected to failure or competition wit h 
the other classmates. 
,3. To help t his boy \'lith his f undamentals or arith-
metic and spelling, whi ch \'fere inadequate. 
L 
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Length of Time Child Had Present ing Problem 
In t his case, the patient v1a s seen two week s af' ter his 
11 hysterica l par~lysis 11 developed. There appears to be much va lue in 
ha ving a clinic available wh ich can accept problems of this type im-
mediately. If the patient could not have been seen immedia tely, he 
vtould have missed much school and would not have passed f or the year, 
as his ma r k s were low. The fact t hat the physical symptom did not stay 
with t h e boy a long period of time \ias important from an emotional 
point of view, as well as physical, as t he symptom did not have the time 
to become fixed. Because the problem was of 11 recent onset 11 , the prog-
nosis seemed good from the beg inning. 
II. Case of patient with 11 aathma 11 
D., a fourteen year old g irl, ha d asthma f or three years 
years before coming to the clinic. She was referred by the 
Allergy Clini c of the :ivlassachusetts Memorial Hospital for eval-
uation and \-.ras accepted for p s ychiatric treatment. 
1'/hen D. was born he r father had been killed by an 
automobile. D. and her mother \·lent to live with Mffi'-~1 . Their 
economic status wa s above average. D1 8 mother was young and 
]).1GH more or less brought D. up, although h e r mother rTa8 in 
t h e home. Mother remarried, but t h ey all remained. in MGM' s 
home. 
D. was very close to her gr andmother, and her re-
lationsh i p with her o\vn mother was more of a sister-rela tionship. 
'ilhen D. was ten years old, lvl:Glvl died suddenly. Two \veelcs l ater 
D. 1 8 mother had a baby. D. was no longer the 11 only child 11 • 
With l-1GM gone and mother busy with the nevi baby , D. g ot leas 
attention. Four \"Teek s after MG!-1' s daath and t\vo \veek s after 
her atep-sister 1 a arriva l, D. had her first attack of asthma. 
~fuen D. had asthma at home she g ot much attention, 
a s the bab y did. HO\·Tever, 'l"lhen she \•Tas in ehool ,- awa y from 
l u, VERSITY 
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her mother, her asthma seemed much worse. It got to t he point 
that D. could not attend school, had to have a home teacher. 
The child _was given allergy tests, and except f or two t ypes 
of f ood and animal dust, the tests were negative. When these 
foods \·Fere removed from .l1er di!=lt, D. still had asthma. 
Patient was finally taken to the Psychosomatic Clinic 
and accepted in the Children' s Psychiatric Clinic nine months 
ago, after she had been in an oxygen tent at the Boston City 
Hospital f or three weeks. Her condition was very bad when she 
\'las first seen by the doctor. 
The doctor saw D. in interviews on the average of 
twice a month. Both D. and her mother were resistant of 
therapy for many months and would not keep the '1-leekly sched-
uled appointments. After eight months of therapy, D. had not 
had anasthma.attack for five months, although it was necessary 
for the doctor to arrange for a home teacher again the follow-
ing school year, as D. 1 s feelings around school and leaving 
her mother had not been entirely worked out. · 
D. 1 s mother was seen by a social worker approx-
imately once every two weeks during the nine month period. 
During this time, mother had a slight nervous breakdown and 
did not come to the office f or over a month. 
The social worker found that Mo. had ambivalent 
feelings around D. It \'Jas hard for 1'-lo. to be a mother to her, 
as l·1GM had always acted the part and lvlo. had been HG1•11 s 
child herself, even as an adult. Mother was extremely de-
pendent, had :found being left alone wit hout MGI-4 almost un-
bearable, was very threatened when D. wanted to be dependent 
upon Mo. i'ihen Ho. would have to discipline D., the child 
would bring on an attack of asthma. Mo. would then become 
afraid and guilty, \·lOuld baby D. D. was not attractive like 
her step-sister and Mother favored the sibling. She \'i8.s guilty 
about this, also. 
D. 1 s stepfather seemed to be a very passive figure 
in her life. He had been in the Armed Service f or many years 
and for the past four years had been in a sanitarium. 
Case-work treatment 
In this case, it took many months for a social worker to 
form a positive relationship with this mother. !>!other \'/as ill during 
the first few months and also resisted psychiatric treatment for the 
patient. Thus, she 'I'Tas very irregular. \'/hen mother did come to the 
clinic, the v10rker attempted to help her talk about ho\'l she felt about 
having the patient come to the clinic and allow her to express her 
negative feelings around the clinic. At first, mother v1as upset be-
cause the patient did not improve immediately. 
When this mother had been seen in the clinic approx-
imately seven months, she began to come to the clinic more regular~y 
and the relationship 'I'Tith her ¥rorker seemed better. This mother then 
began to talk further about ho\v difficult it was to discipline D., 
hovt gu.ilty !3-nd upset she felt \vhen D. had asthma attacks. i•iother 
could see that each time D. wanted to get out of an unpleasant sit-
uation, was disciplined, or had to go to school, she would develop 
asthma. Mother rea lized that the basis of her asthma was emotional. 
Through caae-\iork interviews, the worker learned that 
mother had been the oldest girl in a large family, had to leave 
school when she was the patient's age to take care of the home, as 
her mother was ill. Mother had always been jealous of her younger 
sister, who was prettier and had a much easier life. As mother talked, 
it was obvious that D. represented the younger sister t o mother. 
There \·IS.s much ambivalence around her daughter. D. had also received 
so much love and attention from MGivl, just as the younger sister had. 
Also, mother had brought up Sue, D.~. s sibling, herself and felt free 
to mother . her. .lio\•tever, having to be a mother to D. was very upsetting 
to her. 
The \vorker was gradually able to help this mother 
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discipline D. without feeling so guilty, ~~s a ble to help her not g ive 
in to every \'lhim of the child. This made t h e mother more secure and 
also helped h e r feel more g rown up . 'I'he aim of the 'l'lOrker was to 
represent a good mother person herself, which this timid, insecure 
mother needed, in order that this mother could become a better mother 
to the patient. 
This mother will continue seeing a social worker on 
a week ly basis and t he focus will be to help her work t hrough some of 
her positive feelings for D., of which she has many, a nd become more 
secure as a mother. Because t h is mother ha s so many feelings around 
her own deprivations, the social worker will continue to a ll0\'1 mother 
to talk about some of her o\m f eeling s when sh e was the patient's a ge. 
Gradually, it is hoped that perhaps this mother may be able to go to 
\'lork, i'l'hich she would like to do, in order to release some of her own 
tensions. Mother has never worked outside the home, feels D. ha s al-
ready had more fun in lif e than she did. 'l'his area will be gone into 
further vli th t his mother as case-work treatment progresses. 
Psychiatric treatment 
D. 1 s a sthma tic attack s were severe 'I'Jh en sh e first came 
for treatment, but after f 'our months t hey had improved e; reat ly. During 
t hese f irst four months t he patient resisted treatment, came in only 
twice a month rath er than four times a month when the appointments 
were scheduled. D. would squirm in the interviews, wonder what time 
it 'I'Tas during the entire interview, was not talkative. Ho\'lever, the 
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doctor continued to be \'tarm, expressed verba l interest in her week 
after week. It was felt t hat even though little was discussed in the 
interviews, D. did gain from making a relationship with another person 
who uas interested in her and during this time the patient did discuss 
some of her feelings about her MG::.-11 s death. 
Treatment has continued with t his patient with weekly 
interviews. After four months of treatment, the patient came to the 
clinic somewhat more regularly. She discussed her home teacher posi-
tively l'tith t he doctor and during the summer months the patient dis-
cussed her feelings about school, told the doctor she would bring on 
anotner attack of asthma if she ha d to go back to school. Her feel-
ings about leaving her mother, and about he r step-sister being the baby, 
were discussed. Although it was felt that t he patient would ultimately 
have to f ace school, the doctor did allow t he patient to have a home 
teacher the next school year in order that no asthma \'Tould occur. He 
felt he could work better with the child lthile she was free from asthma 
and planned to go dee per into her feeling s about her mother' a rejection, 
her grandmother' s rejection when she died and left her, he r ambivalent 
and guilty feelings around her step-sister . 'J.'he doctor f eels t hat ul~ 
timately this child can be helped, but tha t treatment will be long in 
this case as the problem is so deep-seated. 
Psychological Examination 
No psychological examinations iiere given this child. 
Hol'tever, because the patient had so many negative feelings around 
school and was finding it difficult to make a relationship with the 
clini c, the doctor requested that the patient be seen during the summer 
months by t he psychologist f or tutoring. The psychologist ~~a a man 
and t he patient continued to find it diffi cult to make a relation-
ship. By the end of three months, however, she had make a better 
relationship with the psychologist and l<lith the doctor. The psychologist 
tutored the patient on her fundamentals in arithmetic and reading, gave 
her much praise, and encouraged her to relax and feel more at home in 
t he clinic. 
Length of Time Child Has Had Presenting Problem 
In this case, the patient was not seen until three 
yea rs aft e r her 11 ast hma 11 developed. During those three years t he patient 
ha d been in and out of hospitals many times, had suffered greatly, 
and had caused great expense and anxiety to he r mother. Also, the 
patient ~1a s able to see ho\'i' she could use her illness to get her 
mother 1 a love and continued t o do t his during those three years. The 
neurotic pattern, as well as the physical symptom, was becoming more 
and more fixed. 
Because D. 1 a pr-oblem was not of recent onset, the prog-
nosis of the case was not a s good in t he begi1uaing. Also, the treat-
ment plan was much longer. D. had been able to use her asthma to gain 
her means and thus resisted treatment in the clinic f or ma ny months. 
It was f elt by t he social worker and the doctor t hat i f the patient 
could have been seen a few week s or a f ew months af ter she first 
contacted asthma, many of' the complications in treatment would not 
have come about and quicker help could have been g iven the patient. 
III. Case of' patient who had problem of 11 stuttering 11 
Ft., an attractive, intelligent, eleven year old 
boy, i·:as referred to the clinic by his mother, a volunteer at 
the hospital. Pt. began stuttering severely six month s before 
the ref'erral, had been doing poorly in school for ti•TO years. 
Patient was upset about his stuttering, as v1ere his parents. 
He had never liked school, especially disliked women teachers. 
Pt. 1 smother sided i'lith .him, at all times, against the women 
teachers, especially his present teacher. Iviother f'elt the 
patient \'las perfect, could not accept any criticism about 
him from the school. 
Ft. lived wit h his parents, a brot her, eight, and 
his maternal grandmother. The patient and his mother des-
cribed the home as an extremely happy one, found it difficult 
to talk about anything in a negative way. Parente had great 
need for the patient to be 11 perfect 11 , and a gentleman. Mot~er 
couldn1 t accept his being boisterous at times, p l aying with 
.guns, being rough, or fighting with his brother. Thus, he 
appeared extremely polite at the clinic. 
Ft. was seen in the clinic bi-weekly f or five 
months, went to camp during the sum.mer, and returned in the 
fall f or weekly appointments. His mother has been seeing a 
social ivorker during the corresponding time. 
Mother, an attractive \'loman i n her late thirties, 
made a quick, positive relationship to h er worker. However, 
it was many months before this mot he r could discuss her 
feelings in a realistic vray. Her relationship to her Oi-m mother 
was a hostile one and she had many negative feelings around her 
mother which were dif ficult f or her to express. After six 
months, t his mother was transf erred to a man social worker and 
sh e was able to feel more free, felt less guilty about t a lk-
ing about her a ggressive mother, and case-work help f or the 
patient• s mother was more benef icial. 
Both of the patient• s parents had an unhappy child-
hood themselves. Mother was the oldest of five children, had 
to leave school in her early teens and go to v10rk . Her m.other 
vras Je\'liah and her f ather Catholic. Ft. 1 s f at her was poor, 
felt his parent• s did not like him. As a man, he was extremely 
passive, did not keep a job long, seemed warm and appealing to 
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the children. Mother ~~s aggressive, attractive, had the need 
to be important in the community. She was p resident of a 
church g roup, volunteered at the hospita l, f elt it important 
to go out for dinner once a month. She described her home a s 
11 the happiest i n the i·IO rld 11 , could never discuss any negative 
thing s in her home or her children' s faults. 
Oase~work treatment 
----
Worker saw mother regularly during the s pring and early 
summer, helped her make plans for the patient to go away to camp for 
a month. Mother needed much help in talking about her feeling s when 
patient left the home, did not want to have patient leave fo r one 
month. Patient's doctor felt this was necessa ry. During this time, 
the mother talked much a bout her negative feelings around the patient' s 
tea cher, how t eacher \'l'a s to blame for the patient stuttering. \'/orker 
discussed how it had been when mot her went to school a nd found that 
mother also hated school, disliked her women teachers. Gradually , 
mother was able to discuss some of her negative feelings about her 
own mother, a nd although she did not connect t h is, it was felt that 
many of the mother' s negative !"eelings about the patient' s women tea-
chers were transferred from mother's f eelings about her own mother. 
1 other a ppeared to be t he dominant f igure in her 
family , although MGI-1: a ppea red to c ompete strongly . Mother' s main 
problems seem to center a round her i nabilityto f'ace rea lity and , loss 
any problems by looking at the 11 silver lining 11 • This may be a reaction 
of her childhood when she \'/as deprived of even the basic maintenances 
of life. Her need not to be dependent on others has made her an ag-
gre ssive v;oman and mother, a nd thus very threatening to her children. 
Mother' s relationsh i p with a man social \vorker 1-1as better. 
Interviews have f'ocused around the plan of bringing some reality into 
this mother's outlook and help her accept the fact that even her child-
ren h..'lve some shortcomings. It is f'elt that \'lhen this mother can be 
less aggressive and accept some reality, the patient vvill not have the 
need to express his hostility through his psychosomatic symptom, or 
stuttering. 
Psychiatric treatment 
Patient was seen regularly during the Spring by a 
medical student. rle made a good - relationship with the doctor, but 
not a deep relationship. At the time the patient sent to camp, the 
medical student left the clinic. 
During the f'irst six months of' treatment with the 
medical student, the patient's stammering did not improve. 'I'reatment 
was centered around play therapy and interviews. The patiant played a 
great deal with guns, modeled clay. He taDzed positively about his 
f'ather ruaking puppets, hi s dislike for his tea cher, how his parents 
nag him when he does po orly in school. The patient was also pre-
pared :for camp during this time and made a fair adjustment at camp, 
although he did not get a long too \vell •Tith the boys. l'ihen he re-
turned from camp he was stuttering as badly as when he first began 
treatment. 
In the f'all, the patient was transf'erred to a staff' 
doctor and comes to the clinic weekly. After t\vO months \·lith his new 
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doctor, the patient had formed a positive relationship \-Tith him 
and began to discuss his parents. He said t hey no longer upset him 
by urging him to do better in school. Thus, he likes school better. 
He is happier because his parents will buy him a gun for Christmas 
and he would not have dared ask them f or one before this time. The 
patient models clay in the interviews, calls the figures by name, 
according to t he member of the family he wishes to talk about. Al-
t hough t he patient had a high I.Q . he had done poorly in school until 
seven months of treatment had progressed. 11e gradually became more 
secure in school, and after e ight months of treatment had stopped 
stammering for six weeks. The patient was able to discuss with the 
doctor ho\'/ unhappy he had been and how he was beginning to be much 
happier. 
In terms of' the patient' s symptoms, the doctor felt 
that the patient was showing signs of obsessive-compulsive trends 
by which he attempts to master the world, since he feels so weak 
around his aggressive mother. However, mastery is such a frightening 
eventuality that he stumbles over his device for mastery of the 'fTorld. 
In t hi s case, t he doctor plans to continue treat ment and feels t he boy 
will be coming to the clinic for a long time. However, he feels the 
prognosis is good. 
Psychological Examination 
At first, patient resisted therapy and was not improving . 
Thus, after three months of treatment, the medical student requested 
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psychological examinat ions, including personality and intelligence 
tests. Following is the result of the examinations: 
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test 
IQ 120. Great discrepancy between potential 
ability and actual achievement. Tended to daydream in test. 
Lack of interest in school work. Seemed to suffer a mental 
blocking. 
Rorschach Test 
From the content, the psychologist got the 
picture of a threatening, aggressive, clutching mother-
figure. Cards show the patient has rejected identifications 
with male figures. The self picture seems to be one of a 
small, inadequate, defenseless boy who can only hope he will 
grovt big and strong. 
The patt ern he displays in terms of aggression 
is a passive resistance to coercive female figures, but a 
resignation to the eventual punishment he will receive from 
them. 
l~terial characterized by inability to depict 
any relationship between the f igures and the patient com-
pletely rejected Card II in which there is a family scene. 
The female figures are threatening, dangerous, 
coercive figures to the patient. He meets these figures 
vii th passive resistance. The male figure, the only card in 
vthich any relationship at all is i ndicated, is a powerful 
fi 8ure riho is asked for help but \·tho \'lill give none. 
In this case, the help that these psychological exam~ 
inations gave in understanding this boy and his mother are evident. 
After these ex~inations, it \~s possible for the psychiatrist to 
focus his treatment plan in the area of helping the patient have 
male identifications, and gradually it was felt that the boy would 
identify uith the male doctor. Through the psychological examinations 
it v~s also possible to help the patient become less overwhelmed by 
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his teacher, gr andmother, a nd mother, the t hree threateni ng female 
fi gures. 
Length of Ti me Chi l d Has Had Presenting Problem 
Patient began stuttering six months before his refer-
ral to t he clinic. He had been having school dif ficulties for two 
years previously, but his problem had not been overwhelming , ev i dently, 
until he began his stuttering. 
In this ca se, it was important f or t his boy to come to 
the clinic as quickly after the onset of his problem as possible. The 
patient had expressed much emba rrassment because he stuttered and the 
longer his st uttering had continued before coming to the clinic, the 
more upset t he child -would have been. Also, the boy found it dif-
ficult to g ive oral tepics or to recite in school. Thus, he was 
failing although he wa s considered to have above average intelligence. 
Although this boy's f eelings of being overwhelmed by 
woman f i gures had certa inly been vTith him a long time, he was beginning 
to rebel and become more upset and guilty at t he beginning of adoles-
cence. T'nus, it was felt by t he socia l \vorke r and t he doctor that it 
was very important t hat the boy be brought into t he clinic a s soon 
af't e r hi s symptom occured a s pessible in order that he might get the 
help bef ore he was f ar i nto adolescence and before hi s stuttering 
became deep-seated. 
IV. Case of patient vTith 11 stomach pains \'lith no organic basis 11 
R., an eight year old boy who \vas referred to t he 
clinic in March, 1950, f rom the Pediatrics Clinic of the 
hospital, had stomach pains, but an organic basis \>Tas not found. 
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Patient is described by his mother as a nervous 
child, who has never eaten well. Patient 1 s father is an 
alcoholic, has just returned from t he House of Correction, 
it was learned in the intake interview. Mother noticed that 
the patient complained of bad pains in his stomach three months 
ago, while father was out of the home. 
Patient is t he youngest of t\-ro children. His sis-
ter, M., is 11 years old. Both children are described as 
f ond of t heir fat her, which upsets mother. Each time father 
drinks and mother a sk s him to leave the home, the children 
beg her to t ruce him back. Pt. is .timid, fears fight s in the 
neighborhood, makes mother go to bed with him. 
Pt. has been seen regularly for \'leek ly appoint ments 
and his mother comes week l y to see t he social \-rorker. 
Mother, 42, \"/as originally f r 'om Ireland. She married 
the patient 1 a father thirteen yea rs ago . He is five years 
younger. Mother describes her marriage as an unhappy one. 
She has much ambivalence about her husband. i'lhen he drink s 
and. is cruel to her, she asks him to leave, but is usually 
happy to see h im come back . Mother has a great need to handle 
all t he money, \'l'ould allow father very little money. Mother 
feels father is more i nterested in PGM and his sisters and 
brothers t han in mother and the children. She has spent 
much t i me \'lith t he neighborhood priest, \•Tho has tried to en-
courage father to stop drinking. Each time rather drirucs, 
she brings him into court. 
Mother has many mixed feelings about getting a 
separat ion or a divorce. She went to Legal Aid Society to 
start proceedings f or a separation, but did not go t hr ough 
with it. 
After the pat ient had been in t reatment f or f our 
months, his f ather \'Tas returned to t he House of Correction. 
Father had broken into t he home druruc t wice during t he week , 
had made scenes, hit the patient 1 s mot her. Finally, the _ 
patient ran out of doors and rang t he police a larm. He i 'elt 
badly about this, developed bad stomach pa i ns and was ex-
tremely nervous for t he next few weeks. 
After mother had been seeing the social \vorker 
for f ive months, she bega n to f ocus more on her own med-
ical needs, her feelings t hat she had cancer. Mother \'TaB 
finally helped, through interest a nd understanding of t he 
social worker, to go to the clinics a n d to the hospital, 
where she had a hysterectomy. During this time, the children 
stayed Nith their relatives and after the operation the 
\'lorker arranged for a housekeeper. 
Father had been released from the House of 
Correction when the patient was in treatment nine months. 
He continued to drink, did not work. The family received 
Aid to Dependent Children. Mother did not go t h rough \•Tith 
her legal separation, but ha s not allol·led father to come 
home to live. 
Case-work treatment 
During the first few weeks of treatment, the social 
worker helped the mother with many of the every day necessitieei. The 
worker referred her to an agency for temp orary help with f ood a nd cloth-
ing for the children, helped her apply for Public Assistance, and later 
ADO. Because of' the mother' s acute home condition, the first few inter-
views \'Iere s pent in listening to her complain about her husband, his 
abuse. It i"tas impossible to focus the intervie\'IS around the patient' s 
stomach pains during the first few intervie\'Ts because of the many emer-
gency situations that came up in the family. 
When the father was sent to the House of Correction, 
after treatment began, the mother was ab le to have less fear of his 
nightly entrances into the home, was less upset, and able to discuss 
her situation more realistically in the i nterview. During these months, 
the interviews were s pent in discussing how patient had been getting 
along, his developmental history, ho v; mother felt about t he patient 
having stomach pains, h o\'1 she f elt ab out going to bed with him. Mother 
talked positively ab out her lif e before marriage, and told of her un-
happiness since marriage. i'lhen the mother \'IOuld indicate any positive 
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feeling f or t h e children, the worker riOuld h elp her talk more about 
this, as this mother had the need to bring out so ma ny negative feel-
ings. 
This mother was able to make an excellent relationship 
'I'Tith her \·JOrker, a lthough somewhat dependent at f irst. Gradually, the 
\vorker helped mother to mak e some of' her o\m plans by supporting her. 
This mot her was able to go through trith a n operation rrhich she had 
needed for many years. lv1other1 s fears of dying a nd leaving the children, 
her f ear of cancer, the need of a housekeeper v1ere all discussed in 
the interviews. 
By case-\·Tork interviews, this mother better understa nds 
her rela tionship to the patient, understands why the pat ient needs to 
get his s t omach pains '1'/hen he is upset. The social v:orker p lans to 
continue to see the mother, trying to f ocus more on the moth er-child 
relationsh ip in order to continue to help t " e mother bring f orth some 
of her positive maternal f eelings for t h e child. Although the home 
situation is very bad, t his mother feels some need for h er husba nd, 
at present, and is not able to get a lega l separation. The work er is 
attempting to stay a'l'ray from t h is area of' the mother-father relation-
ship and strenghten the mother's feeling for her children by helping 
her to be a more adequate mother. 
Psychiatric treatment 
The patient's doctor feels that R. seems t o be in-
volved in an a ggressive-passive conf li ct 'I'Tith (c i ff' iculties in iden-
t i fi cation. He doesn1 t kno\•T 'l'rhether to be like his mother or his 
alcoholic father, to be a baby or a grown up. The physical symptoms 
may be on the hypochondrical basis or as a result of identification 
with the mother, who has had stomach trouble. Treatment over a long 
period of time is anticipated. 
In the first few interviews with the doctor, the 
patient seemed afraid, talked about fights, sp9ke of ho\'1 he ran f or his 
mother 1 s he l p every time he faced anything unpleasant. By the sixth 
interview, the patient was ~ore aggressive with his play, threw clay 
at the toy figures. He was also getting along better with the boys in 
the neighborhood. By the ninth interview, the patient had made enough 
of a relationship with the doctor to make demands on him. By the 
twelfth interview, the subject of the patient's mother going to the 
hospital came up. Patient was concerned over what would happen to 
her, made snakes from clay and explained hmv dangerous they are. The 
doctor told R. that he can come to see him when his mother is in the 
hospital. 
In later interviews, the patient has expressed anxious 
feelings about orphanages, expressed the feeling that even if mother 
does not die when she has her operation, she ,.,ill soon as she is old. 
Patient was \vorried about father getting out of jail. The patient's 
feelings around his father and mother have been discussed l?Y the doctor. 
In one interview, when the patient had bad stomach 
pains, a sore leg, and a sick stomach, the reasons for this \'lere dis-
cussed by the doctor. The patient recognized his fears of his father, 
of the fact that often he has his pains when he is upset. 
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In this case, the youngster' s stomach pains have de-
creased, but. always come back under stress. The doctor f eels, \vith the 
very difficult home situation, the treatment will take a long time. 
The aim of therapy is to help this boy adjust to his very poor en-
vironment in a less neurotic way. Because both the father and the 
mother of this child give him some love and f ulf ill many of his needs, 
the thought of placement in a foster home has been set aside, f or the 
present. The doctor hopes that ultimately the patient• s father will 
also come into the clinic for case-work interviews with a second social 
worker. 
Length of Time Patient Had Presenting Problem 
In this case, the patient had bad stomach pains for 
three months before coming to t he clinic. 'l'he origin of' these bad 
pains could be traced directly to when the patient's f ather \'las t aken 
from the home and put in the House of Correction. 
It would seem important that t his boy >vas referred 
to the clinic when his problem \va s of 11 recent onset 11 for several 
:reasons. \'/hen the boys pains 'VIere sever~, he "V;as in bed and missed 
school. He is doing poorly in school and it is important that he 
goes as much as possible to complete his grade. The boy had already 
failed one year in school and had many bad f eelings about this. 
At the age of eight, this boy continues to want his 
mother to go to bed ,.,ith him, is af r aid, has mixed feelings about both 
his parents. It would seem that the earlier this boy received help 
vlith these feelings, the better the prognosis "~<Tould be. Because of 
an extremely passive, alcoholic father and an a ggressive mother, who 
threatens the boy, R. had question as to the person "~<rith 'l'rhom he 
would identify himself. By receiving treatment and making a good, 
masculine relationship 'l'rith his doctor, it \-ras ho ped that his person-
ality could be helped. Without help now, it was felt by the doctor 
and the social worker that this boy would be even more upset during 
adolescence, and possibly might become an alcoholic himself. 
Another value of this clinic having no long waiting 
list and accepting R. i mmediately was to help the patient vrhile his 
problem seemed most acute--\"Then his father was in the House of 
Correction, and his mother had to leave for a serious operation. The 
support the patient received in the clinic during this time allo>-Ted 
him to continue schoo l and work through some of his feelings at the 
clinic. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SlJ1!JlviARY AND OOI~OLUSIONS 
This study of the Children' s Psychiatric Clinic of 
the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals, Boston, vms made from the cases 
accepted in Intake at the clinic from December 1, 1949 through August 
51, 1950. 
The Children's Psychiatric Clinic, one of the three 
divisions of the Psychosomatic Clinic of the Massachusetts Memorial 
Hospitals, was established by Doctor William Malamud in September, 
1948. 
The intake policy of the clinic differs from most 
child guidance clinics. The age range is up to eighteen years, and 
children are a ccepted for treatment with recent onset of neurotic or 
psychosomatic symptoms. Patients referred by t he hospital staff are 
accepted, at least for evaluation. 
In this study, the vtriter has attempted to study 
the significant 'Itaya in \1hich the Children' s Psychiatric Clinic 
differs f rom other Child Guidance Clinics; the types of services given 
by this clinic to the community; some of the values of a ccepting 
children with problems of recent onset; and any especially significant 
psychosomatic problema presenting themselves f or treatment. 
A study of the referrals of the seventy children 
indicated that 59% came from the Corporate City of Boston, while 
41% came from eighteen tovms surrounding Boston. Of the seventy 
referrals included in the study, twenty-seven, or )9%, were from staff 
members of the 1\lfa. ssachusetts Memorial Hospi tala, and eight referrals, 
or 11%, were from other hospitals. Thus, a total of 50% of the refer-
rals were from hospitals. This might indicate that doctors and other 
staff members of hospitals are beginning to use the hospital psychia-
tric clinic as part of the treatment plan for their child patients 
and are recognizing the emotional basis of physical disease in cer-
tain patients. 
It also seemed significant that t\"l'enty referrals, or 
29%, came from three other child guidance clinics--the Judge Baker 
Guidance Center, the Habit Clinic, and the Children' a Center. 'These 
three centers have long \V"aiting lists, from six to nine months, and 
the Children' a Psychiatric Clinic ha s had a waiting list of very short 
duration--usually three to f our weeks. Thus, when a problem seemed 
acute, 'these clinics would often ref er the child to the Children's 
Psychiatric Clinic. In other cases, when t he child had a physical 
symptom, along \"lith an emotional problem, these clinics referred the 
child to the clinic immediately as this clinic was part of a hospital 
setting, \'las affiliated with the Psychosomatic Clinic, and \'18.S in-
terested in both psychosomatic and psychoneurot ic problems . 
This clinic offers three services to t he community. 
The clinic focus is on 11 treatment service 11 , as sixty-eight of the 
seventy children were accepted for treatment. 11 Diagnostic service" 
was given two of the seventy children studied. A t hird service is 
the traini ng of personnel in the field of child guidance. The clinic 
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has a teaching service f or medical students, doctors, social work 
students, social workers, psychology students, psychologists, and nurses. 
These students will later bring their skills and knowleges into the 
communities in ~hich they work. This training program, as part of a 
hospital setting, is certainly one of the major dif ferences in this 
clinic from the private or state-sponsored community clinic. 
1'/hen the seventy children were studied according to 
the problema presented at the time of referral, the writer found that 
thirty-eight children, or 54%, had problems v1hich could be classified 
as 11 psychosomatic 11 • 
Analysis of the presenting problems and the length 
of time the seventy children had the problem before coming to the clinic 
indicated that in fifty-five cases, or 79%, the child had the problem 
for less than a year. Of the other fifteen cases where the children 
had the problem f or over a year, fourteen v1ere referred by staff 
members of the ~~ssachusetts Memorial Hospitals. It is the policy of 
the clinic to accept any referral from hospital personnel, at least 
for evaluation. The one case accepted by the clinic from outside the 
hospital when a child had a problem of more than a year1 s onset was 
accepted because of good case material f or teaching purposes. 
The four cases presented indicated that the prognosis 
for children with problems of recent onset was much better. The 
problem did not have as long a time to become 11 fixed 11 • The child was 
not incapacitated for as long a time, did not have to miss as much 
school, did not have as much time to develop deep-seated feelings 
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around his particular problem. Vii th the problem of recent onset, the 
treatment plan was shorter. Thus, there could be a more rapid turn-
over in the clinic, and more children in the community could be 
served. This policy was set up in the clinic so there might be one 
clinic in the community where problema could be accepted as soon after 
onset as possible. 
Since over 50% of the children seen in the clinic 
had problema of a psychosomatic nature, the v1riter presented four rep-
presentative cases of psychosomatic problems and the methods of treat-
ment. 
Each doctor treated the child differently, according to 
the doctor1 s own philosophy and the child1 a individual needs. In all 
four cases, the doctors formed a relationship with the child, attempted 
to make the child feel free and secure in the therapeutic relationship. 
As the physical symptom disappeared or improved, the child was usually 
better adjusted and had improved under treatment. However, just be-
cause the physical s"jrmptom disappeared did not mean the treatment would 
end. Many other emotional diff iculties '\vere found in the four cases 
presented along with the physical symptom. 
The social worker, besides helping the mother in the 
area of the mother-child relationship , attempting to understand the 
family situation, and the mother1 a own needs and feelings, also had to 
help the mother understand the par t icular psychosomatic problem. It 
was often diff icult for the mother to understand why her child had the 
need for a S"j~ptom and how a child could have a physical symptom as a 
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result of an emotional problem. Because over 507~ of the problems were 
of a psychosomatic nature, the interpretation and help a round the 
psychosomat ic problem \'las an important part of the social worker's 
case-,'l'ork help in this clinic. 
Only nine of the tota l number of seventy children 
studied were given psychological examinations, and t hese were given only 
at the request of the doctor f or treatment purposes. The psychologi st 
'iJas used in the clinic f or remedial work, testing, and also had train-
ing in therapy by carrying one or two children, under the supervision 
of a psychiatrist . 
In conclusion, it appears tha t the Children's 
Psychiatric Clini c has a def init e place in t he community . With its 
specif ic intake policy accepting children \d t h problems of' 11 recent 
onset 11 , its aim of having r a pid, short-term psychiatric care, its 
short waiting period, and t he long. ·age-range up to eighteen years, 
the clini c is unique i n the Boston area. Because the clinic is a 
division of the Psychosomatic Clini c and affiliated with a general 
hospital , it seems evident from t he study t hat the community is con-
sidering this clinic as a resource f or psychosomatic problema, in 
particular, as well as psychoneurotic problems in children. The clinic 
is focusing on treatment service, rather than diagnostic service. 
A:p:p~~d ;' - -·. I//J r~lr co~--
Richard K. Conant 
Dean 
T5 
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APPENDIX A 
SAl~LE OF SCHEDULE 
Child 
1. Name 6. Ordinal position of child in family 
2. Address 7. Color 
) . Age 8. School placement 
4. Sex 9. Child living with 
5. Religion 
Referral 
1. Source of referral Month of referral 
2. Presenting problem 
). How long has child had problem before referral? 
Family 
1. Marital status of parents 
2. Siblings 
). Economic status 
a, average or above average 
b. marginal 
o. receiving relief 
Treatment 
l. Child seen by 
2. Mother seen by 
). Was child given peychologicale? 
4. Result of psychological teet 
5. Type of service 
a. evaluation 
b. treatment 
c. accepted for treatment, 
but did not return 
after intake 
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APPENDIX B 
SAMPLE OF Il'J""TAKE FAOE SHEET I N OLINIO 
Oa8e No. 
Name 
Address 
Place of Birth 
Living i'fith 
Date referred 
Father' 8 Name 
I-iother1 s Name 
lviA.SSArJHUSETTS l•iEi..YORIAL HOSPITALS 
OHILD~~1 S PSYOHOSO~lliTIO OLINIO 
OPD No. 
Age 
Age 
Age 
Sex 
Phone number 
Date of Birth 
Olinic or Service 
Address 
Occupation 
Address 
Occupation 
\iorker 
Parent' 8 Birthplace: Father l·1other 
Oolor Religion Language 
Individual 
or Agency 
Citizenship 
Marital Status of Parents Date of Na.rriage 
Is patient kno\m to other agencies or other clinics?; If 80 v;hich •••••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
School Address 
Grade Principal 
Names and ages of siblings: 
Presenting Problem: 
Parent' a Attitude Toward Treatment: Health History: 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
